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Leaving Home Sweet Home: Towards Critical Readings
of Writing Center Spaces

by Jackie Grutsch McKinney
Imagined geographies have served their purpose in composition s identity-formation and will continue to shape a sense of vision and possibility for wrìting
teachers and researchers. However , the imaginary visions must be more firmly

grounded in material conditions: traveling through cyberspace , for example ,

does require hardware and software , and meeting in hotels does mean that

workers must serve and clean up after us. -Nedra Reynolds
In a recent thread on WCENTER, a new director described her somewhat fortunate

problem of having to design a writing center from scratch. She ended her post with
these questions: "If you could have anything you wanted in a Writing Center facility,

what would it be? And what could you not live without?" (England). She received sev-

eral similar replies, such as this one:

Indispensable things in my humble opinion are
• Round tables • Bookshelves

• Art • Coffee pot
•

Plants

•

Decent

chairs

• A window to stare out • Couches. (Gardner)

Other replies listed some of the same "indispensable things." Reading th

sion, I was reminded how many of these objects are familiar to writing cente

sionals as "must haves." Specifically, descriptions of writing center spac

mention round tables, art, plants, couches and coffee pots with such frequ

these objects almost become iconic. In fact, in Joyce Kinkead and Jeanette Ha

lection of twelve writing center case studies, the closest thing to a common d
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tor connecting the diverse centers is the coffee pot- not philosophies of writing, not
methods for tutor training, but the concrete presence of the coffee pot. They note, "As

we read these descriptions, eveiy once in a while we think we come across a character-

istic that crosses the board. Coffee- instant, brewed, or café latte- seems almost uni-

versal" (Kinkead and Harris 236). 1 What is it about coffee pots and these other
objects? How have they become so intertwined with writing center identity?

Writing center spaces tend to be marked with particular objects to achieve a certain

mood, serve specific purposes, or send a particular message to those who use the
space. Having couches or photos or coffeepots is an effort to construct a space differ-

ent from classrooms and other impersonal institutional spaces.2 An unintended
result, however, might be that these objects become prescriptions for these spaces; to
be legible- to be read- as a "writing center," a space needs to have a particular array of

objects. And because many writing center professionals seem to be operating under
the tacitly accepted notion that writing centers should be welcoming, cozy, comfort-

able, friendly spots where talk about writing can happen, one prescription wins out:

writing centers should be like home. What's striking, then, is how the design of so

many writing centers, despite differences in location, size, mission, population
served, staff, and so forth, is governed by this metaphor of home.

At first glance, this organizing metaphor of home appears unproblematic. However,
when we consider that "home" is read differently by different people, the fissures in
this metaphor appear. The work of postmodern geographers, cultural materialists, and

qualitative researchers shows that objects and spaces are read like texts, which means
that interpretations can vaiy widely. In this article, I argue that writing center profes-

sionals ought to examine their spaces critically in order to better judge whether their
reading of a writing center is the same as the reading held by different users. First, I

examine the seemingly dominant metaphor of writing center as home. I do not think
that all users read our efforts to make a writing center homey the same way; that is, I do

not think having a coffee pot, for instance, makes a space necessarily comfortable for
everyone who enters. Next, I draw on the work of Nedra Reynolds and others to suggest

ways that readings of writing centers can and should become more critical. Finally, in

the last section, I discuss the consequences of the idea of writing center as home to
show what is gained by critical readings of spaces.

History of Writing Centers as Homes
Writing center administrators contend with ideas of space and design frequently

since writing centers have typically been space -bound. Unlike some composition
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teachers who may teach in different sites each hour, day, and semester, writing center

professionals return to the same space each day. Perhaps this is why many of the
metaphors for writing center work are place -related, such as Andrea Lunsford's gar-

ret, storehouse, and Burkean parlor; Elizabeth Boqueťs laundry or safe house, or
Stephen North's skills center, fix- it shop or "cross between Lourdes and a hospice"
(65). 3 It is fairly common to find in descriptions of writing centers the objects and
arrangements that writers believe communicate a metaphor of home: this wrìting center is comfortable , inviting , and just like home. Take, for instance, these descriptions of
centers:

Johnson Community County College: Although somewhat crowded with
numerous bookcases, filing cabinets, and vertical files, the room's most
noticeable features are the friendly faces seated at round tables throughout the room.

The furniture was selected to create a comfortable learning environment, and colorful posters and plants help to put the visiting student at

ease. (Mohr 148)
Purdue: All of which signal (we hope) that this mess is also a friendly, non-

threatening, nonclassroom environment where conversation and questions can fly from one table to another. (Harris, "A Multiservice" 5-6)
Harvard: Our furniture is comfortable and inviting, with two couches and

several chairs in the reception area, rugs in all offices, and attractive
posters on the wall. (Simon 118)
An "Ideal" Center : The room is comfortable, with familiar eight-foot ceilings? light, calming colors; soft carpet; plants, and soft lighting- provid-

ed by cove lighting and a skylight. (Hadfield et al. 171)
Lehigh University: The plants, as well as the high ceiling and comfortable

furniture, help create a welcoming atmosphere. (Lotto 85)
In each of these descriptions, the writers make direct connections between objects

or arrangement and meaning, as shown in the adjectives: soft, calming, welcoming,
comfortable, attractive, familiar, non-threatening, and friendly. Describing a writing
center space in this way is not unique; in fact, its frequency has probably rendered it
transparent, something we no longer pay much attention to.
8 Leaving Home Sweet Home: Towards Critical Readings of Writing Center Spaces
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The dominance of the metaphor of home can be traced back to conscious decisions
made by writing center directors to bring objects and arrangement to centers to make
the space look like home. They wanted to create a physical identity for the center that

welcomed students and comforted them. Boquet notes the move towards the homey
decor was a conscious move away from the early auto -tutorial writing labs. The desire

not to be the skill and drill lab led directors to " characterize the lab spaces as non-

threatening (however specious) and to fill them with creature comforts- couches,
plants, coffee pots, posters" (Boquet 51). For instance, included in the IWCA's online
toolkit for those interested in starting a new writing center is Muriel Harris's "SLATE

Statement: The Concept of a Writing Center" originally published in 1988. In this
statement Harris recommends budgeting for the following: "To ensure that the writing
center is an informal, friendly place, the room benefits from plants, a coffee pot, tables

where students can sit side-by-side, and dictionaries and other reference books to use

while writing" (par. 33, emphasis mine). Here we see unequivocal advice on how to set
the mood- buy plants and a coffee pot- and why- to ensure an informal and friendly

place.
Besides just a decision to be "friendly," another reason writing centers tiy to compose themselves as homes is, as Peter Carino supposes, that a writing center envisions
itself as family: "Writing centers are fond of seeing themselves in metaphors of fami-

ly-cozy homes with soft couches where when students go they must be taken in"
("Early Writing Centers," 20). Furthermore, as Boquet observes, tutors made themselves at home:

Students ceased to simply visit the writing center; they began, with the
advent of peer tutoring, to inhabit it, to hang hand -lettered renditions of

their favorite quotations on the wall, to jot down jokes on the board, to
leave their own work on the tables while answering a question. (53)
It is evident in writing center research and lore that having a "homey" writing cen-

ter is not unique, nor is it accidental. Professionals in the field created friendly centers, or what they imagined were friendly centers, for conscious reasons- they did not
want to be that other, scaiy, institutional lab for remedial students, they wanted stu-

dents to feel welcome, and they felt like one big family. Writing centers wanted to
assure students that nothing harmful would be done to them upon entering- the centers were less doctor's office or science lab and more like any old living room. The way

to send this message to students was to add and arrange objects in ways that evoke
home.
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Nonetheless, I wonder about this recipe: (1) take a space, (2) add a coffee pot,
posters, couch, and plants, (3) relish your friendly, non-threatening, comfortable
center. Sure, I think having some of these items marks a space as a non- classroom
space, but I've seen far too many uncomfortable people in writing centers to believe
that this is all it takes to make a space "comfortable." I'm afraid writing center profes-

sionals use these descriptions to show themselves as insiders in the field of writing
centers- to show that they know the prescribed ideal for a writing center- than to real-

ly describe the feel of a space. To do that fairly requires critical readings.

Towards Critical Readings of Writing Centers
In her 1998 article, "Composition's Imagined Geographies," Nedra Reynolds asks
compositionists to look at the material realities of where writing happens instead of

looking through them. She employs postmodern geography "to explore how spaces
and places are socially produced through discourse, and how these constructed places

can deny their connections to material reality or mask material conditions" (13).
Reynolds asserts that the field depends more on spatial metaphors (specifically com-

position as frontier, city, or cyberspace) to describe where writing happens rather
than qualitative descriptions of actual writing spaces. This work is of obvious signifi-

cance to writing center professionals. If the writing center as home is a dominant
metaphor for writing centers, then it is easy to see how this spatial metaphor may dis-

tract us from the material realities of actual writing centers. For example, while
describing a center as having a couch and softly painted walls may invoke the
metaphor of home for some readers of that description, a wider, more critical reading
of a space may reveal a much different mood- what if the couch is terribly stiff, the
walls a dirty beige, and the center itself full of cranky tutors?

Reynolds believes "a geographic emphasis would insist on more attention to the
connections between spaces and practices, more effort to link the material conditions

to the activities of particular spaces" (30). This is not the same type of geographic
study that we may have learned in high school. According to critical geographer Tim

Gresswell, the study of geography has changed dramatically in recent decades: "The

direction of recent critical geography has been away from seeing its object as the
descrìption of regions and toward the analysis of the role of geographic forces in the explanation of other things " (12) . In other words, the work is no longer just stating this place

has x% it is about explaining human patterns of behavior, for one, based on a place hav-

ing s. In terms of the writing center, critical geographies would not merely state what

objects occupy the space. In addition, the focus would include the human experience
1 0 Leaving Home Sweet Home : Towards Critical Readings of Writing Center Spaces
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in use of space and objects. For example, it is one thing to have a coffee pot; it is another thing to have a coffee pot that is so grimy that no one uses it and cleaning it becomes

a source of tension among tutors. Furthermore, critical geographers see the landscape
as a text, which "is subject to multiple readings despite the fact that some readings are

encouraged more than others" (Cresswell 13). If the favorable reading of writing cen-

ters-despite different compositions- is writing center as home, it is crucial to know
what readings are not encouraged or suppressed in our literature.
More than the spaces, reading a writing center also means reading the objects with-

in those spaces; the work of cultural materialists show us how this process is possible
and what can result. For W. David Kingeiy, cultural materialism is the focus on objects

"as evidence to be interpreted" (2). He believes that reading objects is even more difficult than reading texts:

No one denies the importance of things, but learning from them requires
rather more attention than reading texts. The grammar of things is relat-

ed to, but more complex and difficult to decipher than, the grammar of
words. Artifacts are tools as well as signals, signs, and symbols. (1)
Whether truly more difficult or not- he surely would meet with contestation utter-

ing this statement at MLA- thinking of objects as open to interpretation with many
possible meanings interrupts our steady narratives, of say, the coffee pot as necessarily a symbol of friendliness or comfort. Interestingly enough, both approaches are ask-

ing for textual analysis- something most writing center professionals are pretty
familiar with. A critical geographer's eye or cultural materialist's lens won't help us see
conclusively what our centers say or what they mean. Instead, these approaches ask us

to be open to the surplus of meanings that are contained in any space or with any
object, and they ask us to question what readings may be privileged.
An example of how writing center spaces can be read differently by different people

is in Colleen Connolly, Amy Dejaríais, Alice Gillam, and Laura Micciche's article
"Erika and the Fish Lamps: Writing and Reading the Local Scene." In this piece, the
authors describe the writing center scene at the University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee.

They trace (actually, mourn) the change in décor when a new administrator comes to

office. Initially, the center is painted a pale rose, houses battered easy chairs, fish
lamps, a punk mannequin head (named Erika), artwork, signs, knickknacks, a clock,
and a stereo which plays cool jazz. Of this décor, the authors note, "Consciously or
unconsciously, we were marking the standard institutional space we were issued as
different from other institutional spaces, as nongeneric, unconventional, eclectic, in,

but not altogether of, the larger academy" (18). In addition, as they describe specific
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elements of their center, more of their "marking" appears. For one, they describe the

lamps as "a welcoming relief from the harsh fluorescent lights in most classrooms"
(19). And overall, they write, "the decorations and easygoing atmosphere announced
the center's alternative identity and student -centered approach to writing conferences" (19). These descriptions are infused with the authors' reading of these spaces.
The lamps are good- "welcoming;" the fluorescents are bad- "harsh." To the authors,

the tutor-created décor communicated an identity- "easy going," "student-centered."

Conflict brews when the new administrator does not share this reading of the space.
She turns on the fluorescent lights, throws out the easy chairs and Erika, and turns off

the jazz. After these changes the veteran tutors are disheartened, yet the students who

use the center "appear generally unaffected" (20). In the end, the authors are forced
to question their reading of the space. While they read their original arrangement and

decoration of space as "student -centered," students themselves still saw the center as
comfortable and friendly after the new director changed it.4 In reflection, the authors

ask, "Did tutor culture sometimes take precedence over service to students? Was our
funky style an end in itself rather than a means to a larger pedagogical purpose? " (25) .

This sort of questioning is important because it is the start of a more critical reading
of writing center spaces; the authors see how the contested interpretation of the space
and artifacts changed the working conditions for the tutors, thus changing how writ-

ing instruction took place. Their focus was not a list of the objects in the center but
readings of how students and tutors used the space both before and after the changes
to décor.

Contrast this analysis with "An Ideal Writing Center" by Leslie Hadfield, Joyce

Kinkead, Tom Peterson, Stephanie Ray and Sarah Preston, which puts forward an
uncritical reading of a writing center space. In their article, the authors embark on a
project to imagine an ideal center for an imaginary university, Alchemy U. Although
the undertaking of this project seems odd given that it is widely agreed that context is
of paramount importance in guiding writing center practice, their plan is nonetheless
interesting. The interdisciplinary team wisely used design theory to create a space that

would meet the needs of the imagined institution. The center would be 4,813 total
square feet, split nearly evenly between a "main area" and computer lab (see Figure 1) .

The main area would have many of the same objects noted in other writing centers:
carpet, soft lighting, plants, comfortable sofa, and round tables.
This article's review of types of classroom design and architecture is useful; howev-

er, the authors fall into the same trap as many other writing center designers- they
1 2 Leaving Home Sweet Home : Towards Critical Readings of Writing Center Spaces
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Figure i: The Ideal Center (Hatfield et al. 172)

force a particular reading on their plan as if it is the only possible reading. According
to the authors, "the environment that we developed for an ideal writing center is calm,

non-threatening, and easily understood" (171), and "the design conveys to students
that the writing center is a place where they can receive help without the pressure that

comes with a classroom environment" (175). While this is an imaginary plan and the
authors cannot see how users actually interact with the space and report on the use of

the space, the authors could still give a more critical reading by acknowledging the
possibility of other readings of the plan. Instead, the authors come to a rather absurd
claim after interviewing tutors and staff but not the students at Utah State University's

Writing Center (since they cannot interview imaginaiy users at their pretend Alchemy

U): "all three groups- tutors, students, and staff- share common ideas about what
makes an ideal writing center" (171). I wonder how much the privileged reading of
writing centers, of writing centers as homes, influenced the authors' plan and interviews of users. I can believe that many users may have similar ideas about what would
make a good writing center, especially users privy to writing center literature, which
more or less prescribes a certain type of center; however, I also believe that many ideas
that came forth in the interviews of tutors, students, and staff must have been glossed
over or simply ignored.
I come to this conclusion after hearing my graduate students quite passionately dis-

cuss this piece in a seminar last summer. In our class, entitled Comp Without
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Classrooms , we discussed some of composition's alternative sites: writing centers,
service learning sites, and e-learning. Prior to the class, only one student had experience working in a writing center. One or two had sent students to the writing center,

but otherwise class members were reading about and engaging writing center issues
for the first time. In fact, for several students, this was the first graduate course in

composition they had ever taken, so they were coming to the conversation as beginners. One Friday, we spent the better part of an hour discussing the layout of Hadfield

et al.'s imaginary space; our interpretations of the authors* plan for an ideal center
widely varied. One student, Clyde, liked that there was a room for everything, everything had a place. He explained that his family had outgrown their house, and with his
wife having a business based at home and his children and him trying to study, all the

clutter at home drove him crazy. Others felt it was not the sort of place that would

inspire writing. Annie, a high school English teacher and poet, was appalled by the
straight lines and in -the -box thinking of the plan. If it is an ideal center, why not cre-

ate a space where writers would gravitate, she wondered. She desired curved walls, a
set of French doors that opened onto a patio complete with a fountain, of course. After

all, the authors did claim their design to be an ideal center.
Of particular debate were the tutoring rooms. In the Hadfield et. al. plan, there are

four small rooms for one-to-one tutoring located across from the director's office.
Some of my students liked the professional ethos these rooms lend to tutoring; the
work seems important and valued if it gets its own office. Yet others, including me,
were wary of the small rooms. From my work with sexual -assault victims, I'm sensitive to the fact that sitting in a closed -door, small office with a stranger is not comfortable for some people. Jessica, the former tutor, added that she preferred an open
room for tutoring.

The other hot topic was the location of the director's office directly across from the
tutoring rooms. The authors of the article note that "the director requested an office

that is central" (173). Since this person must "be all, see all, and hear all," they gave
the director an office with windows to the outside and windows which give a view of

most of the main room (173). Many of my students wondered how this might jeop-

ardize the important peer-to-peer relationship in tutoring they had been reading
about. I immediately thought of the first writing center where I worked, which had an
office for the director right in the center. The new faculty director wisely asked for an

office outside of the center, though. She did not want to see all or hear all, nor be
always readily available. I wondered how I would ever get any writing done or how I
would deal with the lack of privacy that having a glass office would offer. Clearly, my
14 Leaving Home Sweet Home: Towards Critical Readings of Writing Center Spaces
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concerns were different than the director interviewed for the project, illustrating
again that spaces can be read differently.

The "ideal center" is a paper plan, quite literally a text, which perhaps invited critique by asserting itself as ideal in the first place. In our field, we may be less likely to

question a reading/writing of space or object when the author has first-hand experience with it, but we should question it when the reading seems to leave something out.

Researchers should aim to write about spaces in a way that showcases spaces in all of
their complexity; they should not allow their own interpretation of the space to be the

only reading. According to Gesa Kirsch and Joy Ritchie, dissonances in our research
should not be frightening:

Researchers cannot escape a position of power and the potential for
appropriating or manipulating information. The point here, however, is
not to suggest that scholars ignore or omit data that seem to contradict
their views. Rather, the point is to encourage researchers to view dissonances as opportunities to examine deeply held assumptions and to allow
multiple voices to emerge in their research studies, an act that will require

innovation in writing research reports. (151)
Critical readings reveal what shorthand descriptions don't. Connolly et al. provide a
critical reading of their center despite the messiness of it. It would have been a tidier
narrative- and probably more personally satisfying- for the authors to trace their deep

satisfaction with the space before the new director and their feelings of loss of community and identity when the space changed. But instead of relying on the easy narrative, the authors complicate this with the readings from the student perspective. They

show that the students kept coming to the center even after the space had changed.
Their article highlights the dissonances that the ideal writing center piece masks.

Deconstructing the Home
In the first part of this essay, I questioned whether our writing centers are really the

"homes" we say they are and whether they connote to all users the intended message:

this place is comfortable, familiar, inviting, warm, non- institutional. Allowing for
multiple, even dissonant readings of writing centers will reveal that compositions of

space and design will not always be interpreted the way they were intended. In this
closing section, I want to unravel a bit further the seams which become apparent when

we allow for critical interpretations of spaces and objects. Doing so, I hope to uncover

some of the assumptions underlying the dominant and tacitly accepted metaphor of
writing center as home in order to problematize the popular notion.
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To begin, one problem of creating a home in the writing center is the fact that homes

are culturally marked. If a writing center is a home, whose home is it? Mine? Yours?

For whom is it comfortable? Everyone, likely more than once, has entered another
person's home and immediately felt uncomfortable, however welcoming the host or
however strong our desire to be there. Growing up, I felt this strongly when my fami-

ly went to rural Nebraska to visit my grandparents. On the farm, typical rules were
relaxed- my brothers and I could run off and return hours later, we didn't watch for
traffic, we didn't have to stay clean. Yet as the city kids, we always felt a bit awkward
there. We were certainly more squeamish around farm life than my cousins who lived

nearby, and we were frequently the target of laughter as we recoiled at the everpresent stench of manure, gathered eggs from underneath pecking hens, and watched

grandpa slaughter a hog.

Like it or not, when we fill our writing centers with touches of home, we may be
marking it as familiar and comfortable for directors and tutors who are often, as Nancy

Grimm points out, of a certain class (upper or middle) and cultural background (white
American) . Abstract art on the walls may be unfamiliar to those who grew up in homes

with family photos and pre -framed nature prints from discount stores. We might
recreate the familiar patterns of our class or culture's idea of home: guests are greeted at the front door, led to a sitting room or table for dining, escorted back to the front

door after the visit, and asked to return. These patterns might not be shared by all stu-

dents, particularly in writing centers, when our clientele might include a greater pro-

portion of students who are not white or privileged or American than the general
university population. Grimm notes that the very adjective "comfortable is frequently

associated with America's vast middle class" (115). Galling oneself ff comfortable" is a

way of aligning with mainstream values. Once aligned as such, the middle class protects that comfort by "avoiding situations that produce discomfort, turning to indirect

communication when situations make us uncomfortable, and inadvertently sidelining

the people who make us uncomfortable" (Grimm 115).
Another issue we ought to be mindful of is that for some students (and probably
some directors and tutors as well), school is an escape from home. Home life may be

abusive or dangerous. Intellectual pursuits may be misunderstood or discouraged,
and basic needs might not be met. Or, in less extreme situations, home just might not
be a good place to get work done. The TV is too loud or too enticing, the kids too needy,

or the house too small or too messy to think. We imagine that students use the writing
center as an alternative to the institution, but I wonder how many also use the writing
center as an alternative to the home.

16 Leaving Home Sweet Home: Towards Qitical Readings ofWnting Center Spaces
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What's more, one cannot ignore the gender implications in making a writing center
feel like home. Historically in Western culture the home was the sphere of the female.

Likewise, both composition studies at large and writing center work in particular has

been the realm of women (see Nicolas; Holbrook; Miller). Women disproportionately
hold positions as composition teachers, writing program administrators, and writing
center directors. It could be argued that writing centers, often started by women, were

designed as a female space in opposition to the institution at large, which was male,
uncomfortable, foreign. This would constitute an internal assertion of identity. Or,
alternatively, writing center spaces could be gendered "female" by outsiders based on

the gender of the director or the feminization of the field at large. Melissa Nicolas
thinks writing centers are feminized because "we are seen as nurturing, service -ori-

ented places" (12). For Nicolas, this "feminization of the writing center narrative"
functions to "code the position of the writing center director as 'inferior,' regardless

of rank" (12). Whether female directors have tried to carve a safe -haven in a male
institution by making themselves homes in the writing center or writing centers have

been labeled female and thus inferior by others, clinging to the identity of a writing
center as home may be problematic in terms of gender. Female directors who insist on
cozy, inviting spaces may be unwittingly narrating their work as nonintellectual in the
eyes of some. Fact is, if the writing center is home and the staff is family, that makes
the director mother.5

This is not to say that writing centers should not be spaces to carry out the work of

feminism; they can be. Such work does not have to be "comfortable" though, and in
fact, might work better if it is confrontational and unsettling. For Susan Jarratt, writ-

ing classrooms do not have to be nurturing: "For some compositions teachers, creating a supportive climate in the classroom and validating student experience leads them

to avoid conflict" (263-64). Conflict is not to be avoided, but engaged to prepare students for lives outside of their classrooms. Working through conflict can teach students how to use a public voice (277). If writing centers are imagined as homes, they
are consciously constructed as private spaces where writers can retreat. Students will
not get practice using a public voice or engaging in public discourse if the tutoring is
carefully crafted to nurture. Furthermore, Jarratt states, "differences of gender, race,

and class among students and teachers provide situations in which conflict does arise,

and we need more than the ideal of the harmonious, nurturing composition class in
our repertory of teaching practices to deal with these problems" (271). Perhaps, writ-

ing centers need other ideals as well.
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Likewise, bell hooks describes a different kind of feminist space- one that does not

nurture, but works because of confrontations and the exchange of ideas. Of this, she
writes:

Suddenly, the feminist classroom is no longer a safe haven, the way many
women's studies students image it will be, but instead is a site of conflict,

tensions, and sometimes ongoing hostility. Confronting one another
across differences means that we must change ideas about how we learn;
rather than fearing conflict, we have to find ways to use it as a catalyst for

new thinking, for growth. (113)

These ideas about feminist classrooms that are not homes or safe havens, yet are
nonetheless effective, could translate to writing centers. Writing centers already make

students uncomfortable- they make students revise, confront their shortcomings,
formulate questions, engage us in their work, be active, and think. A homey center
may work against the job writing centers want to do. Couches, beanbag chairs, pillows,

low lights, and lava lamps may put students in the mood to lounge, sit back, relax. It
may not communicate to students that they will need to be active agents in the tutoring session if it is going to work. In an effort to get more students to use their servic-

es, writing centers may unwittingly be putting too much emphasis on the affective
dimension of tutoring instead of on the intellectual. We shortchange our students if we

doubt that they are interested in serious intellectual conversations.

Looking At, Rather Than Through
The dominant metaphor of writing centers as homes has taught us to narrow our
gaze, to see particular items and to ignore others. Critical readings ask us to widen our

view. Doing so, I might notice, for example, that what gets used most in my writing

center, what is indeed indispensable for us, are computers, Kleenex, a stapler, cleaning spray, pencils, trash cans, breath mints, bulletin boards, our telephone, forms, the
front desk, a coat rack, and our worn copies of the Everyday Writer handbook. These
items don't tell a coherent stoiy of another place, and they don't remind me of home.
Yet these items could tell a stoiy of my particular writing center if we're interested in

listening.
We can begin to listen to our centers if we look at our spaces as opposed to through
them. Although all descriptions are shorthand, in flux, undetermined just as all writing centers are, by allowing for multiple interpretations, thick descriptions, and even
dissonance in writing about our centers, we will get closer to attending to the material reality of where writing happens that Reynolds demands we contend with. What we
18 Leaving Home Sweet Home: Towards Critical Readings of Writing Center Spaces
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ought to stop doing is using descriptions

to fortify a narrative of home simply
because it allows us to imagine that our
spaces are (or should be) friendly simply

because we use a particular code to
inscribe them as such. To this end, I sug-

gest that we take on more research proj-

ects on spaces that look past imagined
geographies by doing critical readings,
and, secondly, even when we describe our

spaces in the context of research projects
with other agendas, we still render a com-

4 The reaction of students before and after the

changes to the décor were gained by means of
the center's standard tutoring evaluation forms.
It could be argued from these findings that
design makes no difference to students.
However, a study that had asked for student
readings of the space would have been helpful
to see how the same students viewed the

space before and after. Anonymous evaluations
of tutoring would be less likely to get such findings. If they had a history, if they already felt a

part of this space, the physicality may have

become transparent It would be interesting to
know if a greater number of students used the
center for the first time before or after the

redesign.
5 On a related topic, see Lynn Bloom's "I Want
a Writing Director" for a humorous take on

plex, multivocal description of our

WPAs as wives.

spaces. Writing center professionals are

6 I would like to thank Beth Carroll and Kris

going to continue to create spaces and

feedback on drafts of this article.

Fleckenstein for attentive readings and useful

write about them. We ought to do both in

a more critical fashion, questioning how

we create an identity, if we create the
identity we desire, and why we desire that
identity in the first place.6
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